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Germany's and Italy's belated national unifications continue to loom large in contemporary debates. Often regarded as Europe's paradigmatic
instances of failed modernization, the two countries form the basis of many of our most prized theories of social science. Structuring the State
undertakes one of the first systematic comparisons of the two cases, putting the origins of these nation-states and the nature of European
political development in new light. Daniel Ziblatt begins his analysis with a striking puzzle: Upon national unification, why was Germany
formed as a federal nation-state and Italy as a unitary nation-state? He traces the diplomatic maneuverings and high political drama of
national unification in nineteenth-century Germany and Italy to refute the widely accepted notion that the two states' structure stemmed
exclusively from Machiavellian farsightedness on the part of militarily powerful political leaders. Instead, he demonstrates that Germany's and
Italy's "founding fathers" were constrained by two very different pre-unification patterns of institutional development. In Germany, a legacy of
well-developed sub-national institutions provided the key building blocks of federalism. In Italy, these institutions' absence doomed
federalism. This crucial difference in the organization of local power still shapes debates about federalism in Italy and Germany today. By
exposing the source of this enduring contrast, Structuring the State offers a broader theory of federalism's origins that will interest scholars
and students of comparative politics, state-building, international relations, and European political history.
John Gooch's book is a concise introduction to the unification of the Italian states and the legacy of this union. Starting in 1815 at the end of
the Napoleonic Wars, the book goes on to explain how, despite the causes of disunity, these Italian states shared racial, linguistic, and
cultural factors, which led to their eventual political unity.
An exciting series that covers selected topics from the Higher Level options in the IB History syllabus. This coursebook covers Higher Level
option 5, Topic 2, Unification and Consolidation of Germany and Italy 1815-90. The text is divided into clear sections following the IB syllabus
structure and content specifications. It offers a sound historical account along with detailed explanations and analysis, and an emphasis on
historical debate to prepare students for the in-depth, extended essay required in the Paper 3 examination. It also provides plenty of exam
practice including student answers with examiner's comments, simplified mark schemes and practical advice on approaching the Paper 3
examination.
In 1815 Italy was so divided politically and culturally that it was famously described as 'merely a geographical expression'. This book explores
and explains how Italy thought and fought its way to an unstable national unity by 1871. The enquiries examine the key political ideas of the
period and the roles of key individuals - who include some of the most charismatic politicians in nineteenth century Europe - while also
reflecting upon broader issues of nationalism and what makes a nation.
This revision of the leading history of mid-19th century Italy introduces the relationship between the Italian national movement, the
Risorgimento and the Italian unification, largely achieved in 1859-60.
"A Conspiracy of the Carbonari" by L. Mühlbach (translated by Mary J. Safford). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
This is the first in-depth analysis of the impact of Italian unification on the hitherto isolated communities of rural Sicily. Traditional explanations
of Sicily's instability depict a society trapped by a feudal past. Lucy Riall finds instead that many areas of the island were experiencing a
period of rapid modernization, as local government increased their organizational efforts. Beginning with the period prior to the revolution of
1860, Dr Riall shows why successive attempts at political reform failed, and analyses the effects of this failure. She describes the bitter and
violent conflict between rival elites and the mounting tide of peasant unrest which together threatened the status quo within the isolated
communities of the Sicilian interior. Through an examination of the problems of local government - tax collection, conscription, the
organization of policing - and of attempts to suppress peasant disturbances and control crime, she shows that the modernization of the
Sicilian countryside both undermined the control of the central government and made the countryside itself more unstable.

An important study of the Risorgimento. devoted to seven crucial months in 1860.
In this SECOND EDITION with extra documentary extracts Graham Darby describes the development of Italy from 1815,
the Revolutions of !848, the role of the key figures in the unification process of 1859-60, the completion of that process
and its aftermath. A special feature of this book is the critical evaluation of the historiography of the subject with particular
reference to the concept of the Risorgimento.
Comprehensive books to support study of History for the IB Diploma Paper 3, revised for first assessment in 2017. This
coursebook covers Paper 3, HL option 4: History of Europe, Topic 11: Italy (1815-1871) and Germany (1815-1890) of the
History for the International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma syllabus for first assessment in 2017. Tailored to the
requirements of the IB syllabus, and written by experienced examiners and teachers it offers authoritative and engaging
guidance through events in Italy and Germany in the 19th century, from the impact of revolutions to the emergence of
nationalism and the factors involved in the unification process.
Think more deeply and work more independently at A level History through a carefully thought-out enquiry approach from
SHP. Enquiring History: It makes you think! The OFSTED report on school history suggests that the current generation of
A Level students have been poorly served by exam-based textbooks which spoon-feed students while failing to enthuse
them or develop deeper understanding of History. The Schools History Project has risen to this challenge with a new
series for the next generation. Enquiring History is SHP's fresh approach to Advanced Level History that aims: - To
motivate and engage readers - To help readers think and gain independence as learners - To encourage enquiry, and
deeper understanding of periods and the people of the past - To engage with current scholarship - To prepare A Level
students for university Key features of each Student's Book: - Clear compelling narrative - books are designed to be read
cover to cover - Structured enquiries - that explore the core content and issues of each period - 'Insights' (Feature panels
between enquiries) provide context, overview, and extension - Full colour illustrations throughout Italian Unification
1815-1871 In 1815 Italy was so divided politically and culturally that it was famously described as 'merely a geographical
expression'. This book explores and explains how Italy thought and fought its way to an unstable national unity by 1871.
The enquiries examine the key political ideas of the period and the roles of key individuals - who include some of the
most charismatic politicians in nineteenth century Europe - while also reflecting upon broader issues of nationalism and
what makes a nation. Web-based support includes: - lesson planning tools and guidance for teachers available from the
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SHP website http://www.schoolshistoryproject.org.uk/Publishing/BooksSHP/BooksALvlEHS.html - eBooks for whole
class teaching or individual student reading available from eBook retailers
Exam Board: AQA, Edexcel, OCR & WJEC Level: A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September 2015 First Exam:
June 2016 Give your students the best chance of success with this tried and tested series, combining in-depth analysis,
engaging narrative and accessibility. Access to History is the most popular, trusted and wide-ranging series for A-level
History students. This title: - Supports the content and assessment requirements of the 2015 A-level History
specifications - Contains authoritative and engaging content - Includes thought-provoking key debates that examine the
opposing views and approaches of historians - Provides exam-style questions and guidance for each relevant
specification to help students understand how to apply what they have learnt This title is suitable for a variety of courses
including: - Edexcel: The Unification of Italy, c1830-70 - OCR: Italy and Unification 1789-1896
This new title offers factual and interpretive material from the Vienna Settlement to the fall of Mussolini. Includes historical
interpretations, document source questions, explanation of difficult words and concepts, a study skills section for exam
preparation and a companion website with visuals to support learning.
For Napoleon to create an Italian army, it was necessary to foster Italian nationalism, encouraging Italians to perceive
themselves as citizens of a greater Italy and not as subjects of the former city-states, such as Milan or Venice.
Conscription brought more than 200,000 Italians, roughly 3 percent of the entire population, into the kingdom's army. The
army was representative of every sector of north Italian society, and the military administration became a significant part
of the state. In the kingdom of Italy, Napoleon created a national army in the modern sense of the term. Frederick C.
Schneid explores the relationship between the army, the state, and Italian nationalism and also examines the social
composition of the army's officers and soldiers as well as its performance on campaign. The book concludes with an
assessment of the legacy of the Napoleonic era in Italy.
The Unification of Italy 1815-70Pearson Education Ltd
First published in 1909, as the second edition of an 1898 original, this book forms part of the Cambridge Historical Series.
The text presents a discussion of the main events and key phases in the process of Italian unification, beginning with
discussion of the early uprisings and moving through to the establishment and development of the Italian Parliament. A
detailed bibliography is also provided. This is a highly readable book that will be of value to anyone with an interest in
historiography and approaches to nineteenth-century Italian history.
The culmination of decades of nationalist aspiration and cynical Realpolitik, the Second War of Italian Unification saw
Italy transformed from a patchwork of minor states dominated by the Habsburg Austrians into a unified kingdom under
the Piedmontese House of Savoy. Unlike many existing accounts, which approach the events of 1859–61 from a
predominantly French perspective, this study draws upon a huge breadth of sources to examine the conflict as a critical
event in Italian history. A concise explanation of the origins of the war is followed by a wide-ranging survey of the forces
deployed and the nature and course of the fighting – on land and at sea – and the consequences for those involved are
investigated. This is a groundbreaking study of a conflict that was of critical significance not only for Italian history but
also for the development of 19th-century warfare.
This second edition has been updated and expanded to take account of the results of historical research, and includes
extra primary and secondary source material. In addition to new chapters on the relationship between the Risorgimento
and the arts and how far Italian society was changed by unification, the title examines reasons why progress towards
unification was so slow at first, and why after 1850 it became so speedy. In doing so, it gives due attention to the roles
played by Cavour, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Pope Pius IX, Napoleon III, Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel, and attempts to
answer the question who made Italy?. The text also includes study guides which contain exercises and advice on tackling
differentiated exam questions.
Italian unification is one of the pivotal events in European history but the period leading up to Risorgimento has often
been analysed in less detail. This book focuses on the history of the Italian states between 1815 and 1860 focusing on
state institutions, international relations, economic and fiscal policies, living conditions and culture.
Packed with activities to build the skills required for the Period and Enquiry Studies papers, this title is designed to the
specification and OCR's support materials.
One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year Did Garibaldi do Italy a disservice when he helped its disparate parts
achieve unity? Was the goal of political unification a mistake? These questions are asked and answered in a number of
ways in this engaging, original consideration of the many histories that contribute to the brilliance-and weakness-of Italy
today. David Gilmour's wonderfully readable exploration of Italian life over the centuries is filled with provocative
anecdotes as well as personal observations, and is peopled with the great figures of the Italian past-from Cicero and
Virgil to Dante and the Medicis, from Garibaldi and Cavour to the controversial politicians of the twentieth century.
Gilmour's wise account of the Risorgimento, the pivotal epoch in modern Italian history, debunks the nationalistic myths
that surround it, though he paints a sympathetic portrait of Giuseppe Verdi, a beloved hero of the era. Gilmour shows that
the glory of Italy has always lain in its regions, with their distinctive art, civic cultures, identities, and cuisines. Italy's
inhabitants identified themselves not as Italians but as Tuscans and Venetians, Sicilians and Lombards, Neapolitans and
Genoese. Italy's strength and culture still come from its regions rather than from its misconceived, mishandled notion of a
unified nation. With The Pursuit of Italy, David Gilmour has provided a coherent, persuasive, and entertaining
interpretation of the paradoxes of Italian life, past and present.
This text offers coverage of the AS/A-Level course and includes sample exam questions and advice on what makes a good answer. It also
features help for students on how to interpret the material and plan essays.
Giuseppe Garibaldi, the Italian revolutionary leader and popular hero, was among the best-known figures of the nineteenth century. This book
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seeks to examine his life and the making of his cult, to assess its impact, and understand its surprising success. For thirty years Garibaldi
was involved in every combative event in Italy. His greatest moment came in 1860, when he defended a revolution in Sicily and provoked the
collapse of the Bourbon monarchy, the overthrow of papal power in central Italy, and the creation of the Italian nation state. It made him a
global icon, representing strength, bravery, manliness, saintliness, and a spirit of adventure. Handsome, flamboyant, and sexually attractive,
he was worshiped in life and became a cult figure after his death in 1882. Lucy Riall shows that the emerging cult of Garibaldi was initially
conceived by revolutionaries intent on overthrowing the status quo, that it was also the result of a collaborative effort involving writers, artists,
actors, and publishers, and that it became genuinely and enduringly popular among a broad public. The book demonstrates that Garibaldi
played an integral part in fashioning and promoting himself as a new kind of “charismatic” political hero. It analyzes the way the Garibaldi
myth has been harnessed both to legitimize and to challenge national political structures. And it identifies elements of Garibaldi’s political
style appropriated by political leaders around the world, including Mussolini and Che Guevara.
The Third Edition of this popular title has been updated to reflect the needs of the current A Level specifications. The title examines reasons
why progress towards unification was so slow at first and why after 1850 it became so speedy. In doing so, it gives due attention to the roles
played by Cavour, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Pope Pius IX, Napoleon III, Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel, and attempts to answer the question
'Who made Italy?'. Throughout the book key dates, terms and issues are highlighted, and historical interpretations of key debates are
outlined. Summary diagrams are included to consolidate knowledge and understanding of the period, and exam style questions and tips for
each examination board provide the opportunity to develop exam skills.
Naples and Napoleon rewrites the history of Italy in the age of the European revolutions from the perspective of the South. In contrast to later
images of southern backwardness and immobility, Davis portrays the South as a precocious theatre for political and economic upheavals that
sooner or later would challenge the survival of all the pre-Unification states. Focusing on the years of French rule from 1806 to 1815, when
southern Italy became the arena for one of the most ambitious reform projects in Napoleonic Europe, Davis argues that this owed less to
Napoleon than to the forces unleashed by the crisis of the Ancien Regime. However, an examination of the earlier Republic and the popular
counter-revolutions of 1799, along with the later revolutions in Naples and Sicily in 1820-1, reveals that the impact of these changes was
deeply contradictory. This major reinterpretation of the history of the South before Unification significantly reshapes our understanding of how
the Italian states came to be unified, while Davis also shows why long after Unification not just the South but Italy as a whole would remain
vulnerable to the continuing challenges of the new age
The Risorgimento was a turbulent and decisive period in the history of Italy. Lucy Riall's engaging account is the first book of its kind on the
upheavals of the years between 1815 and 1860, when a series of crises destabilised the states of Restoration Italy and led to the creation of
a troubled nation state in 1860. Comprehensive, yet original, this textbook: * Examines the social history of nineteenth century Italy and the
social context of political action * Offers a critical overview of the historiography of the topic * Takes account of the most recent literature,
especially literature in Italian not normally accessible to students * Adopts a broad thematic approach * Places the Italian experience in a
European context
The Unification of Italy in the nineteenth century was the unlikely result of a lengthy and complex process of Italian ‘revival’
(‘Risorgimento’). Few Italians supported Unification and the new rulers of Italy were unable to resolve their disputes with the Catholic
Church, the local power-holders in the South and the peasantry. In this fascinating account, Martin Clark examines these problems and
considers: · The economic, social and religious contexts of Unification, as well as the diplomatic and military aspects · The roles of Cavour
and Garibaldi and also the wider European influences, particularly those of Britain and France · The recent historiographical shift away from
uncritical celebration of the achievement of Italian unity. Did 'Italian Unification' mean anything more than traditional Piedmontese
expansionism? Was it simply an aspect of European 'secularisation'? Did it involve 'state-building', or just repression? In exploring these
questions and more, Martin Clark offers the ideal introductory account for anyone wishing to understand how modern Italy was born. This
new edition has been revised in the light of recent research and now has a greater emphasis on the ‘losers’ of the conflict, the impact of
Unification on the South, and the complexity of the political realities of the times. It has also been updated with useful additional material such
as a Who’s Who and a plate section to go alongside its carefully chosen selection of original documents.
The Risorgimento is considered to be the defining moment in Italy's history, the period where Italy became a nation and entered the modern
world. Lucy Riall provides a provocative and pioneering examination of the historical debates surrounding this complex and controversial
period, incorporating new research on national identity.

This book introduces the reader to the relationship between the Italian national movement, achieved by the Risorgimento, and the
Italian unification in 1860. These themes are discussed in detail and related to the broader European theatre. Covering the literary,
cultural, religious and political history of the period, Beales and Biagini show Italy struggled towards nation state status on all
fronts. The new edition has been thoroughly rewritten. It also contains a number of new documents. In addition, all the most up to
date research of the last 20 years has been incorporated. The Risorgimento and the Unification of Italy remains the major text on
nineteenth century Italy. The long introduction and useful footnotes will be of real assistance to those interested in Italian
unification.
The new editions of Access to Historycombine all the strengths of this well-loved series with a new design and features that allow
all students access to the content and study skills needed to achieve exam success. This Third Edition of this popular title has
been updated to reflect the needs of the current A Level specifications. The title examines reasons why progress towards
unification was so slow at first and why after 1850 it became so speedy. In doing so, it gives due attention to the roles played by
Cavour, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Pope Pius IX, Napoleon III, Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel, and attempts to answer the question
'Who made Italy?'. Throughout the book key dates, terms and issues are highlighted, and historical interpretations of key debates
are outlined. Summary diagrams are included to consolidate knowledge and understanding of the period, and exam style
questions and tips for each examination board provide the opportunity to develop exam skills.
Planned with the A-level student specifically in mind, the "Access to History" series is designed to be expansive enough so that rereading of condensed narrative is not required. This book looks at the unification of Italy (1815-70).
This book looks at the administration of Venice and Venetia as part of the multinational Habsburg Empire in the years between the
collapse of the Napoleonic Kingdom of Italy and the death of Francis I in 1835. It rejects entirely the 'black legend' of Austrian
domination that long informed the traditional Risorgimento historiography. Instead, it presents a picture of an administration that
was a hybrid of Napoleonic modernization and Habsburg bureaucratic practices, which offered the most effective and responsive
government in Restoration Italy.
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